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PREFACE: 

 
In the northern part of the Netherlands stands the largest of all "hunebeds", huge burial monuments 
constructed from earth and large stones. Next to this monument is the Hunebedcentrum, a museum 

and information centre. Here you go back in time when you enter the Prehistoric Park called the 

"Oertijdpark" where you experience the lives of the Neanderthals from the Iron Age.  
 

A small area is set aside for archaeological experiments and since 2009, two or three times a year, we 

make iron from local bog ore using a method which was used in the Iron Age. Similar events are 
organised in several other locations in Europe and around the world: applying old methods of 

extracting iron from iron (stone) ore or bog ore using small furnaces and charcoal. 

 

In 2018 a "Furnace Festival" was organised for the first time in Woodford, Ireland. This was a success 
and was repeated in 2019. This year the Covid pandemic prevented people travelling to Ireland and so 

Irish bog ore was sent to several participants from previous years - including the "Hunebedcentrum 

team". 

 
On August 23, several iron smelts were done in countries outside Ireland with communication online 

with Woodford. All teams, using different furnaces and different smelting methods, produced iron ! 

 

We used 36 kg Irish bog ore and made a raw bloom, weighing 11.9 kg. 

After compaction, a clean and homogeneous, "soft" bloom of 6.4 kg remained. 

 

 
Final result: part of the bloom and twisted iron bar (Jeremy) on top of a piece of Derryarkin bog ore.  
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Team Hunbedcentrum: 
 

Boot,  Cisca  pottery sculpture artist 
Hakvoort, Alea  bronze age, clothing 

Hazewinkel, Andre  stone age, flint knapping 

Jager,  Bert  blacksmith, re-enactment 

Klaasen, Paul  blacksmith, professional 
Moonen, Leo  iron age, iron smelter (Facebook) 

Stanly,  Jeremy  blacksmith, farrier (shoes horses), professional 

Swaak,  Jasper  blacksmith, professional 
 

Thanks to Paul Rondelez, "Woodford Furnace Festival", organizer of this event and Alun Harvey, 

English translator at the Hunebedcentrum, for checking this document for grammar and spelling 

errors. 
 

 

 

Contents: 
 

Three days "iron smelting": 
page 5, day 1, Friday 21, start building the furnace 

page 6, day 2, Saturday 22,  finishing the furnace and preparing the ore. 

page 7, day 3, Sunday 23,  iron smelting process and bloom compaction 

 
 

 

Introduction: 
 

Andre and I started to build the furnace on Friday. The weather had been hot for a few weeks and the 

field was very dry. And it was forbidden to make a fire on the Oertijdpark. We were pessimistic about 

the continuation of this "NO fire" alarm status here in the northern part of Holland. BUT, in the 
afternoon we received an update on the fire status: a YES for iron smelting on Sunday. 
 

So we continued the construction of the furnace with bricks and loam/clay. Inside bottom diameter 28 

cm, top 25 cm, height 100 cm.  The outside was finished with loam. We used an electric blower for the 
air supply into the furnace. 

 

On Saturday morning two other team members arrived, the blacksmiths Paul and Jasper. A 
Smartphone was mounted on a tripod and connected to Facebook (as Leo Ironsmelter) for a 

continuous video recording of the working furnace and the area just in front of it. 

 

On Sunday morning the blacksmiths Bert and Jeremy arrived and installed a tent with smithy 
equipment next to the furnace field, where they demonstrated blacksmithing activities and helped with 

the iron smelting. 
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Preparation: 

 
The Derryarkin bog ore  (2) originates from the Midlands. The top layer of 1 - 3 metres of peat was 
removed and used as fuel for the heating houses. 

The iron content of this ore is very high. In previous years it turned out that there was no need for 

roasting and sorting, so we were able to use the ore as it was delivered. The only treatment was 
chopping the bog ore into smaller bits of 2 - 3 cm - making it easy for the CO to enter inside for 

reduction of the oxygen from the iron. We prepared portions of 650 grams.  

NO further preparation of the bog ore, no addition of sand. 
The desired ratio was 2 kg of ore (3 portions) and 2 kg of charcoal every 12 minutes = one charge. 

The volume of the upper 20-25 cm of the furnace was equal to the volume of 1 charge. 

 

 

 

Andre: preparing portions of bog ore of 650 grams (3 
in one charge) 

Piece of bog ore with plant remains 

 

This bog ore, iron hydroxide ( FeO(OH) + n H2O - also called limonite or "brown" haematite),  is high 

in Fe and low in SiO2 ("sharp" sand). 
 
Usually we roast the bog ore.  Not this time. No roasting, no sorting, all we did was to crush the ore to 

bits of 1 - 3 cm. And nothing - such as soda, chalk or sand - was added to the ore. 

 

 
Andre chopping wood 
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DAY ONE - Friday, August 21 

It was hot and dry all day and was still 27 C at the end of the afternoon. 

We started building the furnace. Total height was 100 cm. We inserted two tuyeres, one at 20 cm from 
the bottom ( angle ~22 degrees) and a second at a height of c. 28 cm 

  

The base: height 20 cm, width 30 cm tuyeres 

 

 

Cross section of the iron smelting furnace 
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DAY TWO - Saturday, August 22 

Continued building and preparing the ore. 

 

 
Saturday ~ 1400, almost finished 

 

View of the experimental field of the "Oertijdpark": 

 
Furnace drying 

 
We used an air blower (bouncy castle type) for air supply to the lower tuyere of the furnace. The 

amount of air was regulated/limited by setting a valve in the flow tube. Just before the air enters the 

furnace, a mirror was mounted to give a view into the hot zone:  
In most smelts you can see the molten slag dripping down into the surface of a liquid bath. This level 

rises slowly until it is close to the exit of the tuyere. At that moment it is time for a first slag tapping.  

In this smelt, slag dripped down but we did not see a slag surface building and rising. The Irish bog 

ore was very high in iron content and very low in "slag forming stuff". 
 

Other smelting teams using this Derryarkin bog ore had the same experience: (almost) no liquid slag. 
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DAY THREE - Sunday, August 23 

- Iron smelting - 

A total of 36 kg bog ore (dry) was used. The only preparation was crunching the ore in small bits and 

preparing portions of 650 grams.  
 

Desired burn rate was 10 kg ore/hour or (2 kg ore + 2 kg charcoal = 1 charge) every 12 minutes 

The amount of 2 kg was split in 3 parts of ~650 grams. 
Each time that the height of the charcoal in the furnace dropped around 25 - 30 cm, a new charge was 

added to the furnace.  

 
We made a note each time the ore was added to the furnace. A bag of 650 grams ore, directly followed 

by 650 grams charcoal, 3 times directly after each other. Then we waited for 12 minutes before adding 

the next charge to the furnace. 

If the rate increased (shorter time interval), the airflow was lowered; if the rate decreased, the airflow 
was increased - gently. 

First we put the ore in the furnace, directly followed by the charcoal to cover the ore. 

 

log file: 

10h20 Start, warming up, using fire wood 

11h40   A thermocouple measured 800 °C inside wall temperature opposite the tuyere 
11h45   topped up with charcoal, continued until the burn rate of charcoal was 1 kg every 6 minutes 
12h00  The thermocouple measured 1200 °C (+)  inside wall temperature - high... reduced air rate 

 

1e 12h21   first charge T_inside_wall=1100 °C 

.. 

(a lot of rain:  wet table, wet paper, no data) 

..  
18e 15h12  last charge  T_inside_wall=950 °C  (outside wall was wet due to rain) 

 

Average burn rate was 0.3 gram/cm2.minute : 

We used 36 kg charcoal in (180-21+12) = 171 minutes       
The furnace area is at the tuyere level: A = 0.25 *pi* 30^2 = 706 cm2 

Fuel rate: 36000 /( 171 * 706) = 0.298 -> 0.3 gram/cm2.minute 

 
Topped up  with charcoal and burned down for  ~40  minutes 

 16h00 bloom extracted  - the bloom sits just beneath the tuyere, stuck to the wall, at a ~7 cm from 

the furnace bottom. 
 

A slag tap was not necessary during the smelt as we could see the ore dripping down the front of the 

tuyere into a soft mass, but during this smelt we did NOT see a fluid surface/level of molten slag at all 

- so we waited until after the last charge before slag tapping. The amount of slag that came out was  
minimal (nothing special for visitors) and may possibly even have come from the wall near the tuyere. 

The slag colour was slightly reddish.  
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The raw bloom that came out had a weight of 11.9 kg.  

 

During compacting, first using a wooden hammer, some pieces were separated. Some containing some 
iron. For the next furnace... 

 
 

Bloom (raw) Bloom compacting 

 
A nice compact, clean and homogeneous bloom of 6.4 kg was left. This bloom was split in two 

parts: the larger part for Woodford, the smaller part was further divided in several pieces for the 

blacksmiths to play with. The results and first impression of Jeremy was:  a  good "soft" bloom, good 
for a blacksmith to work with. 

  

Bloom cut Bloom cut 

 

 
Final result: "soft" iron 
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Team: 

 
Paul, Jeremy, Leo, Andre, Jasper 

 

   

 

Alea Bert Cisca  

 

 

 
Analysis of the Derreyarkin bog ore 

 

Internet links: 
Video Iron Smelting day  https://youtu.be/TSmjxrxaFd0     
Hunbedcentrum   https://www.hunebedcentrum.eu/en/ 
 ,,    https://www.hunebedcentrum.eu/oertijdpark/ 
blacksmith Paul Klaasen  https://www.kleinprojekt.nl/ 
Woodford "Furnace Festival"    https://www.furnacefestival.org/ 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smelting 
 

- The End - 
 

https://youtu.be/TSmjxrxaFd0

